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I am affiliated with the Bass Coast and South Gippsland Reconciliation Group and wish to
additionally submit my own support for changing the name of the McMillan Electorate, to a
name that is chosen by the Traditional Custodians, the GunnaiKurnai People.
I wish to state that I strongly object to the name of Angus McMillan, who was responsible
for the deaths of hundreds of Aboriginal people in the 1840s through many mass killings.
These murders occurred at Nuntin, Boney Point, Butchers Creek, Maffra, Skull Creek,
Bruthen Creek, Warrigal Creek, Murindal, Brodribb River, and other areas in South, Central,
and East Gippsland. These occurred from 1840 to approximately 1850. There is evidence of
McMillan’s direct involvement in many of these killings (for example with his “Highland
Brigade”) and he would have certainly known about all of them. Later, when in charge of
distributing supplies to missions at Lake Tyres and Ramahyuk, it is said he dealt with this
corruptly, withholding supplies for himself. i. ii
Apart from all the terrible mass killings, opening up pastoral land was easy to some extent
because Aboriginal people had already been managing the environment for many
thousands of years with their sophisticated knowledge of the seasons, fire stick farming,
cold burns, cultivation and storage of food and other agricultural practices. iii
Angus McMillan was certainly not the benevolent ‘discoverer’ and ‘founding father’ of
Gippsland. In fact, his activities represent and are typical of the understory of white
Australian history in which the opening up of pastoral land was predicated upon the
gratuitous and cold-blooded murder of Aboriginal men, women and children.
I am personally acquainted with some of the descendents of the few escapees from these
massacres. Dispossession of the GunnaiKurnai people led to a broken diaspora and
segregation practices in which Aboriginal people’s lives were strictly controlled. Movement
was curtailed, cultural denial enforced and soon regulations involving “half castes” and full
bloods saw many letters of anguish (documented) pleading for contact with family
members. For example, I know of such a letter written from Lake Tyres by a grandfather,
begging for return of his grandchildren following the death of his daughter.iv A family history
of trauma was the legacy given to subsequent generations and has shown up in
institutionalisations and poor health in my friends’ lives to this day.
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Discrimination has both direct and indirect effects on health outcomes and is an increasing
focus for epidemiological and public health research. v Individual experiences of direct
discrimination contribute to mental and physical health problems and the long history of
social and institutional discrimination has caused intergenerational trauma among
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.vi
It is distressing for GunnaiKurnai People to have the McMillan name as a constant reminder
of the murders committed and only adds to a sense of alienation and marginalisation. We
should not impose the name of McMillan on the descendents of his victims. Indeed it is
much better for the whole community to acknowledge the truth and understand that our
lives today rest upon these origins.
There has been a groundswell of support for this name change. Submissions were made in
2002 and this electorate written about.vii I believe the current Federal Member for
McMillan, The Hon Russell Broadbent, is also in favour of changing the name. Disturbing
names of other places may also be changed, as for example, in Queensland. viii
Importantly, it is only right that the Aboriginal Communities of Gippsland have a voice in
choice of the new name. I would strongly support advocacy that they be consulted on a new
name for this electorate.
At this point I can only underscore what has been written in the Bass Coast South Gippsland
Reconciliation Group submission:
We have recently found a path to common ground, through the leadership of key
Aboriginal organisations forming a broadly representative Naming Committee. The
Gunaikurnai Naming Committee is currently being established and, following proper
consultation processes, will be recommending a name for this electorate in due
course, when further comment is invited.
The Reconciliation Group cannot recommend strongly enough to the AEC’s McMillan
Redistribution Committee that the Aboriginal choice of name should succeed and
become the new electoral name. We believe that there can be no argument greater
than that those who were dispossessed by the colonising of Gippsland and the
massacres that took so many lives, should have their descendants given naming
rights. The Gippsland Aboriginal Community has been substantially disenfranchised
and the awarding of the name to their choice would be a very important statement
of good faith, an act of reconciliation and public recognition and valuing of the prior
occupation of Aboriginal people in Gippsland for over 30,000 years.
Yours faithfully,
Ms Meg Renfrey.
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